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Before focusing on the "archetype of the Southern Belle" (5) in three literary works-
John Pendleton Kennedy's Swallow Barn, William Faulkner's Sanctuary and Margaret
Mitchell's Gone with the Wind- the thesis takes a broad historical perspective on the
relations of the South and the North. The history presented in the introduction at times borders
on mýh; for example, when it is stated that there existed "two distinct kinds of Americans: on
one hand, there were individualistic, hard-working and money-oriented Yarrkees. On the other
hand, there were Yankees'antipodes, the Cavaliers who were characíeÁzed as non-
materialistic, brave, honorable and gentle" (9). Of course this was not the reality (a slave
narrative would tell a different story); moreover, the ideology itself was racist (and
patriarchal, which the thesis highlights). It is equally a myth that'!the South was a region of
cultivated manners and graces, whereas the masculine, cold industrial North lacked proper
morals and good maílners" (12) and Ms. Petrušová should have emphasized the ideological
dimension of this myth clearly. Nevertheless, when she moves on to the discussion of
Swallow Barn, she rightly points out that Kennedy "uses pastoral images for ideological
reasons" (21), namely in order to per|etuate the false racist sentimentalized image of the
South at the point when it was undermined. Such motivations should have been taken into
account already in the introductory historical sketch.

The reading of Temple from Sanctuary is sensitive in that it does not shift the blame
solely onto her but interprets her character in the web of the power relations where the novel
places her, However, does Faulkner indeed present Temple with such empathy? Is not the
final scene, in spite of its sombre atmosphere, a contribution to the author's depiction of
Temple as a pathetic character? In the end, somewhat like Daisy ítlThe Great Gatsby, she is
shown to retreat into her comfortable environs after giving false testimony that leads to the
death of Goodwin, Moreover, if Faulkner's novel indeed focuses on her character, as is stated
on p. 35, and Temple stands as a symbol of the old South, is it not a sexist way to debunk the
plantation past? In other words, the thesis argues that "by leaving Temple Drake on her hands
and knees among the bleached bones and tin cans Faulkner is ryrnbolically throwing this icon
in the trash letting it fall, together with the antebellum chivalry and the plantation myth" (40),
but why is this not achieved through the character of Horace Benbow----or is it?

The strength of the thesis is its gender-conscious reading of Bel Tracy, Temple Drake
and Scarlet O'Hara, and the incorporation of feminist theory in the concluding chapter, but
there should have been some discussion of race as well, at least in the case of Mitchell's
novel, the racism of vrihich is blatant (the fact that Gone with the Windhas remained popular
since the time of its publication is worth a discussion). In fact, Ms. Petrušová could reflect
more on her choice of these three novels. Since she argues that "the archetype of the Southern
belle is represented and transformed in the Southern memory and culture" (61) and that "the
discussion of the Southern Belle in the literary history could cover a wide array of
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authors and works" (61), I wonder if she could zuggest other texts (ircluding perhaps more
recent ones) that could be analyzed alongside those of Kennedy, Faulkner and Mitchell.

Depending on the defense, and the care with which the above shortcomings are
clarified and discussed, the thesis could be graded as otery good."
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